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Believe it or not one of our bigger issues that we were initially aware of was illegal 

dumping; especially up at the Thompson Parcel. This particular parcel in San Tan 

Heights was pretty much cut off from the rest of the community due to the fact that the 

developer pulled out with only about five homes built leaving much vacant land and not 

enough eyes to watch out. 

 

Well the fine families in this neighborhood had had enough. Bill Evans brought the issue 

of illegal dumping to the fore in our monthly HOA meetings. This prompted several 

residents in San Tan Heights to band together and do a clean up of the area. We had 

solidified a relationship with new neighbors and they were empowered to make sure that 

they didn’t have to go through this again. They called in any suspicious vehicles and the 

chase was on. 

 

That was 2008. Total illegal dumping for all of San Tan Heights in 2011 were three (and 

this is at the bottom of the Call Data spreadsheet). This is quite a big improvement. An 

improvement that could not have happened if neighbors didn’t work with neighbors. 

 

Times are different, but not the solutions. Taking care of crime in our neighborhoods still 

takes a united effort. If you see a situation in your neighborhood, get your neighbors on 

board. The more eyes on it the better and the more calls to the PCSO means that the 

flag[s] are raised. Congratulations. Welcome to San Tan Heights Community Watch! 



Improved Communications 

 

• We’ve been on the fast track to maintaining an open line of communication with 

the PCSO from day one.  

o If there is a major situation Lt. Cashman, Sgt. Wallace or Lt. Ewen are 

only a phone call away and very receptive to our needs. 

• We’ve established weaknesses and addressed them to Lt. Cashman. 

o PCSO, Posse and COPs do not communicate with each other. 

o Three patrols in one night is not nearly as effective as one patrol a night  

as this creates more coverage throughout the week. 

� Lt. Cashman is addressing this and we are seeing better coverage 

already. 

• John Torres with Rossmar & Graham have taken a pro-active approach to crime 

in San Tan Heights and is in communication with the PCSO and Posse. 

o John is also keeping us apprised of any vandalism or graffiti. 

o We forward that info on to anyone following us on our website, Facebook 

or Twitter accounts. 

o This is all to get more eyes on the situation, like the Thompson Parcel 

families did. 

• But what REALLY makes this all work is how many calls YOU are making to the 

PCSO to report suspicious activity. Just look at the data on our website and you’ll 

see that calls to report suspicious activity/persons/vehicles are really up there.  

o 157 calls for Suspicious Activities / 169 calls for Theft, Burglary and 

Criminal Damage. 

� Without those Suspicious Activity calls the other three would be a 

lot more. 

o One of the biggest compliments I think we’ve ever heard (and this was 

from a Deputy quoting a Lieutenant) was that “They don’t take any crap”. 

I would say the data pretty much confirms this. 

 



Communication Breakdown 

 

Over the past couple of months people have come to us about “a problem house”. 

 

In one case a gentleman has been calling the PCSO many times on a real bad situation 

involving open use of drugs and other things. 

 

He has even been taken to court from these people for harassment because of it. The case 

was thrown out, no merit. 

 

Yet he can not get his neighbors on board to do their due diligence in keeping their 

neighborhood crime free. 

 

In another case a woman told a friend who came to us about a house where they sell 

drugs to the kids that go to the schools here in San Tan Heights. 

 

Yet she won’t take it to the next step, which is getting your neighbors on board and 

calling in any suspicious activity. 

 

This is a communication break down and the problem just perpetuates. It does not get 

better. It gets worse and that’s a promise. 

 

Solution 

 

If you see something, say something. 

• Get your neighbors on board. 

• Call in suspicious activity. 

• Let John Torres in the office know. 

• Let us know as well and we can get the word out through our various accounts so 

EVERYONE knows about it. I even patrol these areas myself. It’s another pair of 

eyes and that is always a good thing. 

 

Here in San Tan Heights we are in a unique situation; we have a very good 

communication model that connects neighbors, HOA and law enforcement. It’s just a 

matter of using it. 

 

 

 

Check out our website at http://sthcw.com/ for updates and articles.  

 

For real time info on what’s happening in the community we suggest following San Tan 

Heights Community watch on Facebook and/or Twitter. 

• Search for San Tan Heights Community Watch on Facebook. 

• Search for STHCW on Twitter 


